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Chapter 19 - Xiao Liang 

  

Lu Yang didn’t know that Zheng Yuan hated him now. After taking off the game helmet, he changed his 

head and fell asleep. 

 

At 1 o’clock in the afternoon, Lu Yang woke up. After a simple lunch, Lu Yang began to exercise. His dad 

was a soldier and had very strict requirements on him since childhood. His foundation is still good. 

 

In order to kill Liu Jie before his rebirth, the five years of training received professional training from his 

father and comrades. Unfortunately, at that time Lu Yang was 26 years old, and he missed the best 

training time. However, even in this way, Lu Yang also broke through in the mercenary world. The name 

“Bloodfire” has become a sensation in Southeast Asia. 

 

Now that he has revived his whole life, Lu Yang decides to restore his physical fitness to the peak of the 

year, and then he wants to see where he can go. 

 

After trying a set of boxing techniques taught to him by his father, Lu Yang began to exercise according 

to the method entrusted to him by the master. 

 

This exercise method is a secret method of training dead men in a certain organization in South Asia. 

According to this method, if you resist, your physical fitness can be rapidly improved. However, this 

method has a particularly big disadvantage. It is very, very painful, and ordinary people can There are 

less than ten of them. 

 

Two hours later, Lu Yang couldn’t help falling and fell to the ground. Every inch of muscle in the whole 

body seemed to break, but even then, if you want to improve, you must stand up. 

 

That year, the reason for Lu Yang to persist was to kill Liu Jie. This life is still so! 

 



After another half an hour, with a roar, Lu Yang completed today’s exercise. He wiped the sweat from 

his forehead with a trembling arm. Lu Yang leaned against the bathroom wall, barely took off his 

clothes, and opened the shower head. Let ice water drip onto your body. 

 

Whenever this time, Lu Yang would fall into deep memories. However, what I remembered in my last 

life was remorse, but what I remembered in my life was different. 

 

It is said that Lu Yiyi always slaughtered more dogs and was more of a scholar. Lu Yang was deeply 

aware of this. The person who betrayed him in the last life was his “brother” who had been in the 

university for four years. Similarly, the last life in Luyang was the most dismal, When he owed tens of 

millions of debts, what did not betray him was Xiao Liang, a kid who did not enter the university, had no 

culture and was stupid. 

 

As a brother, his friendship was impeccable. At that time, Lu Yang ’s parents went to work on the job 

site, and Xiao Liang followed to make money to help pay off the debt. Later Wang Teng came to kill Lu 

Yang. If Xiao Liang blocked Lu Yang ’s shot, Lu Yang Long dead, Lu Yang owes Xiao Liang a life. 

 

But Lu Yang really didn’t remember what he had done to make Xiao Liang so worthwhile. 

 

In this life, Lu Yang was the first to look for Xiao Liang. After washing, Lu Yang changed a suit, took a 

bank card and bought a virtual helmet near the school. Lu Yang headed to Xiao Liang’s house in the 

village in the city. Go on. 

 

The village in the city is synonymous with dilapidated and poor. The people who live here are the lowest 

level of society, and the word is very appropriate. There are only dilapidated bungalows, and the 

buildings are very rare. 

 

Lu Yang scrambled around the street and came to the outside of a dilapidated bricked yard, this is Xiao 

Liang’s home. 

 

Lu Yanggang was about to enter the door, and suddenly he heard a curse coming from the courtyard. 

 

“Boy, are you looking for a fight and letting you get 50 yuan today, what about the money?” 

 



“No, wouldn’t you steal it without you, wouldn’t you steal your **** fight?” 

 

The voice was familiar. Lu Yang turned over and jumped into the courtyard, just to see a group of people 

besieging a teenager, this teenager is Xiao Liang. 

 

“Stop it,” Lu Yang shouted. 

 

A group of people looked back and found that Lu Yang was laughing again. 

 

“Oops, another money-giver came, and luck is good today.” A man headed with a pock on his face 

stepped on Xiao Liang’s face and said, “Lu Yang, your boy hasn’t seen it for a while. Yes, there is money, 

there is 100 yuan, I will release you today. “ 

 

Lu Yang recognized the person in front of him. Although he hadn’t seen him for fifteen years, he was 

very impressed with him. His name was Guan Dahai. It was a lunatic in this area. He was about 10 years 

older than Lu Yang. When he was young, Just because they are stronger than Lu Yang, they bully Lu Yang 

and Xiao Liang. 

 

Lu Yang is relatively smart and can always escape the sea, but this time, Lu Yang is not ready to hide. 

 

“Off the sea, I let you let Xiao Liang.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Oh, this kid dared to order me.” Guan Dahai came up with energy and did not let others follow, and 

walked towards the landing sun alone. 

 

“Boy, haven’t you been scratched by your skin recently?” Guan Dahai walked to Lu Yang and took a 

photo. 

 

When Guan Dahai dreamed that he could fly Lu Yangyu out with one kick, suddenly, Hai Daguan felt only 

a suffocation in his chest. When he looked again, he saw that Lu Yang had turned sideways. The 

beautiful backspin kicked precisely on his chest. 

 



Although Lu Yang had just exercised his body without much strength, the strength brought by the 

weight of 140 pounds through the rotation of the body was not an ordinary person could bear. Guan 

Haihai knelt on the ground with his chest in his hands. 

 

The other lunatics were watching a movie and generally thought about how Guan Hai would stab Lu 

Yang. I did not expect that Guan Hai could not let Lu Yang lie down for a reason. Suddenly the other four 

lumps were in a hurry, staring at each other. The landing sun rushed over. 

 

“Lu Yang, you **** look for …” 

 

I haven’t said anything about typing ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ A brick sighed on that foolish face, Xiao 

Liang just looked up at this moment, and blinked to see Lu Yang avoiding a short body. The first baffled 

fist, then hit the second baffled side face precisely with the stone in his hand. 

 

Then he kicked and kicked the third knuckle side joint, and the third knuckle screamed and fell to the 

ground. 

 

The first one turned around and looked around. The three people who followed him lay on the ground 

and couldn’t move, and looked at Lu Yang with a horrified look. 

 

“You, what did you just do?” 

 

Lu Yang picked up a brick from the ground, stared at this lunatic and didn’t speak, and walked towards 

him step by step. 

 

Lunyang had been frightened, and in the face of Lu Yang’s bloodthirsty eyes, he was frightened and 

collapsed, ah, turned away and ran away. 

 

Guan Dahai just took a breather to see this scene, cursing: “What the **** are you running, come back 

to me.” 

 

Unfortunately, the other party did not dare to turn back. 

 



“Damn, a bunch of waste.” Guan Dahai covered his chest and turned his head to look for Lu Yang. He felt 

that Lu Yang was a bit vicious today, and he intentionally left a ruthless word to find someone to clean 

him up, but he didn’t wait for him. Talk and cry out. 

 

“Oh ~!” 

 

The brick slammed on the side of Guan Hai accurately, fell Guan Hai to the ground, and touched with his 

hands, the blood flowed. 

 


